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Motivations

 

NG-boson: axion → Can be DM 
Bench mark models: KSVZ and DFSZ, “invisible” axion

U(1)A → θ̄QCD = 0

Super solid motivations and simple solution

Strong CP problem

Dark Matter

(Axion solution: Weinberg, Wilczek `78 ,  
 Axion cosmology: Preskill, Wise, Wilczek, Abbott, Sikivie, Dine, Fischler, `83)
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3 91. Axions and Other Similar Particles

E/N = 0 if the electric charge of the new heavy quark is taken to vanish. In general, a broad range
of E/N values is possible [28, 29], as indicated by the diagonal yellow band in Fig. 91.1. However,
this band still does not exhaust all the possibilities. In fact, there exist classes of QCD axion models
whose photon couplings populate the entire still allowed region above the yellow band in Fig. 91.1,
motivating axion search e�orts over a wide range of masses and couplings [30,31].

The two-photon decay width is

≈Aæ““ =
g

2
A““m

3
A

64 fi
= 1.1 ◊ 10≠24 s≠1

3
mA

eV

45
. (91.6)

The second expression uses Eq. (91.5) with E/N = 0. Axions decay faster than the age of the
universe if mA & 20 eV. The interaction with fermions f has derivative form and is invariant

Figure 91.1: Exclusion plot for ALPs as described in the text.

under a shift „A æ „A + „0 as behooves a NG boson,

LAff = Cf

2fA
Œ̄f “

µ
“5Œf ˆµ„A . (91.7)

Here, Œf is the fermion field, mf its mass, and Cf a model-dependent coe�cient. The dimensionless
combination gAff © Cf mf /fA plays the role of a Yukawa coupling and –Aff © g

2
Aff /4fi of a “fine-

structure constant.” The often-used pseudoscalar form LAff = ≠i (Cf mf /fA) Œ̄f “5Œf „A need not
be equivalent to the appropriate derivative structure, for example when two NG bosons are attached
to one fermion line as in axion emission by nucleon bremsstrahlung [32].

In the DFSZ model [25], the tree-level coupling coe�cient to electrons is [33]

Ce = sin2
—

3 , (91.8)

where tan — is the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets giving masses
to the up- and down-type quarks, respectively: tan — = vu/vd.

1st June, 2020 8:32am

10−22 ≲ ma ≲ 10−2 eVcosmic structure formtion supernova etc
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scalar axion field and ga�� is the model-dependent axion-
two photon coupling constant. The two primary models
for axion-to-photon coupling are known as KSVZ (Kim-
Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakaharov) [14] [15] and DFSZ
(Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-Zhitnisky) [16]. KSVZ couples
only to hadrons, whereas DFSZ couples to both hadrons
and leptons. These have values �0.97 and 0.36 respec-
tively. DFSZ couplings are about a factor of 3 weaker
than KSVZ couplings, so require greater experimental
e↵ort to detect. Therefore, reaching the DFSZ sensitiv-
ity has been a long sought after goal of axion experi-
ments. The application of inhomogeneous magnetic field
provides a new channel for axions to decay into a pho-
ton, whose frequency is given by, f = E/h where E corre-

sponds to the total energy of the axion with contributions
primarily from the rest mass energy and a small kinetic
energy term and “h” is the Plack’s constant. This is
known as the Inverse Primako↵ E↵ect. The conversion
is expressed by a Feynmann diagram in (Fig. 1).

In 1983, Pierre Sikivie introduced the axion haloscope,
which uses a large density of virtual photons from a
strong static magnetic field to allow the galactic axions
to convert into real photons inside a microwave cavity.
When the axion’s frequency matches the resonance fre-
quency of the microwave cavity, the conversion rate is
enhanced to detectable levels. The power deposited in
the cavity due to this conversion is given by,

Pa!� = (1.9⇥10�22W)

✓
V

136 L

◆✓
B

6.8 T

◆2 ✓Cnlm

0.4

◆⇣ g�
0.97

⌘2
✓

⇢a
0.45 GeV/cm3

◆✓
fa

650 MHz

◆✓
Q

50000

◆
, (5)

FIG. 1. Feynman diagram of the inverse Primako↵ e↵ect. An
axion a converts into a photon � by interacting with a virtual
photon �

0
in a static magnetic field B through fermionic loop.

The coupling constant is denoted by ga�� .

Here, V is the volume of the cavity, B is the magnetic
field, Cnlm is the form factor of the cavity, ⇢a is the local
dark matter density, fa is the frequency of the photon
and Q is the loaded quality factor of the cavity. The form
factor is defined as the integral of the overlap between the
electric field of the cavity transverse magnetic mode and
the external magnetic field generated by the magnet [17].
For any given mode in an empty cylindrical cavity, the
TM010 mode has the highest form factor and the cavity
radial dimension corresponds to approximately one-half
of the photon wavelength. In practice, the geometry of
the cavity is more complicated because of the presence
of tuning rods, so simulation is necessary to understand
the form factor.

From Eq. 5, it is clear that experimentalists have sev-
eral handles which can be used to optimize the power
extracted by the receiver. Cavity volume, magnetic field
and quality factor can all be maximized, whereas the re-

maining parameters (g� , ⇢a) are fixed by nature. The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined by the Dicke ra-
diometer equation [18]:

S

N
=

Paxion

kBTsys

r
t

b
. (6)

Here S is the signal, N is the noise, Paxion is the power
that would be deposited in the cavity in the event of
an axion signal, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Tsys is
the system noise temperature, t is the integration time,
and b is the measurement frequency bandwidth. The
total system noise temperature Tsys is composed of cav-
ity blackbody noise and amplifier noise, which should be
minimized to achieve the highest possible SNR.

III. THE DETECTOR

ADMX is located at the Center for Experimental Nu-
clear Physics and Astrophysics (CENPA) at the Univer-
sity of Washington, Seattle. The ADMX detector con-
sists of several components collectively referred to as “the
insert” shown in Fig. 2. The insert is lowered into the
bore of a superconducting solenoid magnet, which is op-
erated typically at just under 8 T, for data-taking op-
erations. The cylindrical insert (0.59 m diameter, 3 m
height) contains the microwave cavity, motion control
system for the antenna and cavity tuning rods, cryogenic
and quantum electronics, a dilution refrigerator, a liquid
4He reservoir, a bucking magnet and the Sidecar cav-
ity and electronics. The insert is designed such that the
field sensitive quantum amplifiers, switches and circula-
tors are housed in a field free region, with a volume 0.22
m height by 0.15 m diameter, provided by a bucking coil.
The cavity is inserted concentrically in the magnet bore
to maximize the form factor. The insert also involves

Digitize FFT

Background

axion
(simulated)

⃗E

Proposed by
P. Sikivie, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
51, 1415 (1983) 

mac2/h ∼ fγ [Hz]

DM-axion
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Only successful “invisible” axion dark matter detection technique so far
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ADMX experiment
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Synthetic Axion Generator (SAG) 
Artificial signal injection system to test RF system and analyzers

– 3 –

Step%1:%

Generate%Waveform%%

Step%2:%

Play%Waveform%

Step%3:%

Mix%up,%filter,%adjust%gain%%

Bandpass%filter%

mixer%

Amp%

or%

ABenuator%

LO%
(~GHz)%

To%cavity%

500MHzN2GHz%

Fig. 2.— Add Caption

after taking an inverse Fourier transform. The real component can be used to create the time-

series waveform. However, double-checking this claim by FFTing the real component back

reveals a now symmetric shape with half the original amplitude (see left side of Figure 3).

To avoid confusion I will work with an already symmetric Fourier representation which has

no imaginary component in its Fourier transform. The added peak will not cause problems

because it will be o↵ the the cavity resonance and can be filtered out anyway.

3. Step 2: Playing the Axion Song at the Right Tempo

The final output of step 1 is a list containing the values of the real component (green)

points in the middle panel of Figure 3. It is a to-do list with 100, 1,000 or 10,000 items

(amplitudes). Having uploaded this list to an arbitrary waveform generator (currently an

Agilent 33220A with a max frequency of 20MHz) the question is how quickly to play this

list?

Note: the frequency that the waveform generator is set to does not represent the rate

at which it goes through items in the list but rather how frequently it repeats a list. For

example, if it is set to 1kHz and I pass it a list of 100 amplitudes, it will repeat this waveform

every mS but the resolution or �t between consecutive amplitudes is 10µS.

Schematic from C. Boutan 

Maxwell- 
Bolzmann 

frequency

Po
w
er

300 K ~100 mK

Waveform 
Generator Mixing Injection

Output antenna 
(where signal  
 detected)

Input antenna
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Our results
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This Letter reports on a cavity haloscope search for dark matter axions in the Galactic halo in the mass
range 2.81–3.31 !eV. This search utilizes the combination of a low-noise Josephson parametric amplifier
and a large-cavity haloscope to achieve unprecedented sensitivity across this mass range. This search
excludes the full range of axion-photon coupling values predicted in benchmark models of the invisible
axion that solve the strong CP problem of quantum chromodynamics.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.101303

Axions are a hypothesized particle that emerged as a result
of the Peccei-Quinn solution to the strong CP problem
[1–3]. In addition, axions are a leading darkmatter candidate
that could explain 100% of the dark matter in the Universe
[4–8]. There are a number of mechanisms for the production
of dark matter axions in the early Universe [5,6,9,10].
For the case where UPQ!1" becomes spontaneously broken
after inflation, cosmological constraints suggest an axion
mass on the scale of 1 !eV or greater [11–16]. Two
benchmark models for the axion are the Kim-Shifman-
Vainshtein-Zakharov (KSVZ) [17,18] and Dine-Fischler-
Srednicki-Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) [19,20] models. Of the two,
the DFSZ model is especially compelling because of its
grand unification properties [19].

The Axion Dark Matter eXperiment (ADMX) searches
for dark-matter axions using an axion haloscope [21],
which consists of a microwave-resonant cavity inside a
magnetic field. In the presence of an external magnetic
field, axions inside the cavity can convert to photons with
frequency f # E=h, where E is the total energy of the
axion, including the axion rest-mass energy, plus a small
kinetic energy contribution. The power expected from the
conversion of an axion into microwave photons in the
ADMX experiment is extremely low, O!10!23 W", requir-
ing the use of a dilution refrigerator and an ultralow-noise
microwave receiver to detect the photons.
In limits set in a previous Letter, ADMX became the only

axion haloscope to achieve sensitivity to both benchmark
axion models for axion masses between 2.66 and 2.81 !eV
[22]. This Letter reports on recent operations which extend
the search for axions at DFSZ sensitivity to 2.66–3.31 !eV.
The ADMX experiment consists of a 136 L cylindrical

copper-plated cavity placed in a 7.6 T field produced by
a superconducting solenoid magnet. A magnetic field-free

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to
the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
and DOI. Funded by SCOAP3.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 101303 (2020)
Editors' Suggestion

0031-9007=20=124(10)=101303(6) 101303-1 Published by the American Physical Society
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This Letter reports the results from a haloscope search for dark matter axions with masses between 2.66
and 2.81 !eV. The search excludes the range of axion-photon couplings predicted by plausible models of
the invisible axion. This unprecedented sensitivity is achieved by operating a large-volume haloscope at
subkelvin temperatures, thereby reducing thermal noise as well as the excess noise from the ultralow-noise
superconducting quantum interference device amplifier used for the signal power readout. Ongoing
searches will provide nearly definitive tests of the invisible axion model over a wide range of axion masses.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.151301

Axions are particles predicted to exist as a consequence of
the Peccei-Quinn solution to the strong-CP problem [1–3]
and could account for all of the dark matter in our Universe
[4–6]. While there exist a number of mechanisms to produce
axions in the early Universe [4,7–9] that allow for a wide
range of dark matter axion masses, current numerical
and analytical studies of QCD typically suggest a preferred
mass range of 1–100 !eV for axions produced after
cosmic inflation in numbers that saturate the Lambda-
CDM (cold dark matter) density [10–14]. The predicted
coupling between axions and photons is model dependent;
in general, axions with dominant hadronic couplings as
in the Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov (KSVZ) model
[15,16] are predicted to have an axion-photon coupling
roughly 2.7 times larger than that of the Dine-Fischler-
Srednicki-Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) model [17,18]. Because
the axion-photon coupling is expected to be very small,
O!10!17–10!12 GeV!1" over the expected axionmass range,
these predicted particles are dubbed invisible axions [4].

The most promising technique to search for dark matter
axions in the favored mass range is the axion haloscope [19]
consisting of a cold microwave resonator immersed in a
strong static magnetic field. In the presence of this magnetic
field, the ambient dark matter axion field produces a
volume-filling current density oscillating at frequency
f # E=h, where E is the total energy consisting mostly of
the axion rest mass with a small kinetic energy addition.
When the resonator is tuned to match this frequency, the
current source delivers power to the resonator in the form of
microwave photons which can be detected with a low-noise
microwave receiver. To date, a number of axion haloscopes
have been implemented. All had noise levels too high to
detect the QCD axion signal [20–30] in an experimentally
realizable time. Previous versions of the Axion Dark Matter
eXperiment (ADMX) [24–29] achieved sensitivity to the
stronger KSVZ couplings in the !1.91–3.69"-!eV mass
range. ADMX has since been improved to utilize a dilution
refrigerator to obtain a significantly lower system noise
temperature, drastically increasing its sensitivity.We present
here results from the first axion experiment to have sensi-
tivity to themoreweakly coupledDFSZ axion darkmatter in
the !eV mass range.
The Generation 2 ADMX experiment consists of a 136-l

cylindrical copper-plated microwave cavity placed inside a

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to
the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
and DOI. Funded by SCOAP3.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 120, 151301 (2018)
Editors' Suggestion Featured in Physics

0031-9007=18=120(15)=151301(5) 151301-1 Published by the American Physical Society

2021:
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.261803

2018: First DFSZ limit 2.7-2.8 μeV

2020: Extended to 2.8-3.3 μeV

This talk (published from PRL)

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.127.261803
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Data-taking Summary
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Observed Excesses

4

FIG. 2. Digitization spectra including a blinded SAG for
TM010 (black) and TM011 (red) mode after removing the re-
ceiver shape and JPA standing wave distortion. The bottom
small plot shows combined SNR with respect to DFSZ power.
The right small plot shows the integrated signal power and
how it varies according to the Lorentzian cavity enhancement.

TABLE I. A list of candidates remaining after turning o↵
calibration SAGs. The 896.448-MHz candidate was a blinded
SAG. “Persistence” is checked when the candidate exists in
all the scans with similar powers. “At Same Frequency”
is checked when the candidate was at the given frequency
±300 Hz. “Not in Air” is flagged if the candidate could not
be observed with a spectrum analyzer attached to an external
antenna at the experimental site. “Enhanced on Resonance”
is flagged when the integral of the signal power was scaled as
a Lorentzian function. “⇥” denotes tested but not passed.

Frequency
[MHz] Persistence

At Same
Frequency

Not
in Air

Enhanced
on Resonance

839.669 ! ⇥ ! ⇥
840.268 ! ! ! ⇥
860.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
891.070 ! ! ! ⇥
896.448 ! ! ! !
974.989 ⇥ ! ! ⇥
974.999 ⇥ ! ! ⇥
960.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
980.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
990.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
990.031 ⇥ ! ! ⇥
1000.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
1000.013 ⇥ ! ! ⇥
1010.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
1020.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥

TM010 TM011 V/m
400

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

0
FIG. 3. Electric field distribution as a heat map for TM010

(left) and TM011 (right) modes simulated with COMSOL
Multiphysics [42]. Electric field for the mode and impressed
magnetic field are shown as red and black arrows, respectively.
Calculated form factors with CST Magnetic Field Solver are
0.455 and < 0.001 for TM010 and TM011 modes, respectively.
The overlap between the TM010 electric field and the mag-
netic field is large and consistent across the volume, while the
overlap between the TM011 electric field is of opposite sign
in the top and bottom of the cavity, leading to cancellations
in the cavity response to the spatially uniform dark matter
axion field.

are confident that these signals did not result from axion
dark matter.

Upon eliminating all candidates in the frequency range
of interest, we set 90% confidence level (C.L.) upper lim-
its on the axion-photon couplings across the explored
mass ranges with the assumption that axions make up
100% of the local dark matter density as shown in
Fig. 4. We ruled out KSVZ (DFSZ) axions in the
3.3–4.2 (3.9–4.1) µeV mass range. The limits assumed
that the velocity distribution of dark matter axions is
either a boosted Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [43]
with dark matter density 0.45 GeV/cc or in accordance
with an N-body simulation [44] with dark matter density
0.6 GeV/cc. The limits include systematic experimental
uncertainties associated with the cavity, the amplifiers,
and the electromagnetic field simulation as shown in Ta-
ble II. The largest uncertainty was To↵/✏ dominated by
the temperature sensor accuracy. Additionally, a sensi-
tivity loss from potential over-fitting of signals from the
Padé-approximant used to remove distortions in the dig-

Found 15 excesses in 800-1020 MHz

Figure 24: Digitization spectra for the candidates at o↵ resonance.

Figure 25: Digitization spectra for the candidates disconnecting RF cable at the insert top.

Figure 26: Observed spectra by a spectrum analyzer with handmade antenna.

28

14 excesses were identified as 
non-axion-like excesses right away.
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ceiver shape and JPA standing wave distortion. The bottom
small plot shows combined SNR with respect to DFSZ power.
The right small plot shows the integrated signal power and
how it varies according to the Lorentzian cavity enhancement.

TABLE I. A list of candidates remaining after turning o↵
calibration SAGs. The 896.448-MHz candidate was a blinded
SAG. “Persistence” is checked when the candidate exists in
all the scans with similar powers. “At Same Frequency”
is checked when the candidate was at the given frequency
±300 Hz. “Not in Air” is flagged if the candidate could not
be observed with a spectrum analyzer attached to an external
antenna at the experimental site. “Enhanced on Resonance”
is flagged when the integral of the signal power was scaled as
a Lorentzian function. “⇥” denotes tested but not passed.

Frequency
[MHz] Persistence

At Same
Frequency

Not
in Air

Enhanced
on Resonance

839.669 ! ⇥ ! ⇥
840.268 ! ! ! ⇥
860.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
891.070 ! ! ! ⇥
896.448 ! ! ! !
974.989 ⇥ ! ! ⇥
974.999 ⇥ ! ! ⇥
960.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
980.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
990.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
990.031 ⇥ ! ! ⇥
1000.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
1000.013 ⇥ ! ! ⇥
1010.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥
1020.000 ! ! ⇥ ⇥

TM010 TM011 V/m
400

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

0
FIG. 3. Electric field distribution as a heat map for TM010

(left) and TM011 (right) modes simulated with COMSOL
Multiphysics [42]. Electric field for the mode and impressed
magnetic field are shown as red and black arrows, respectively.
Calculated form factors with CST Magnetic Field Solver are
0.455 and < 0.001 for TM010 and TM011 modes, respectively.
The overlap between the TM010 electric field and the mag-
netic field is large and consistent across the volume, while the
overlap between the TM011 electric field is of opposite sign
in the top and bottom of the cavity, leading to cancellations
in the cavity response to the spatially uniform dark matter
axion field.

are confident that these signals did not result from axion
dark matter.

Upon eliminating all candidates in the frequency range
of interest, we set 90% confidence level (C.L.) upper lim-
its on the axion-photon couplings across the explored
mass ranges with the assumption that axions make up
100% of the local dark matter density as shown in
Fig. 4. We ruled out KSVZ (DFSZ) axions in the
3.3–4.2 (3.9–4.1) µeV mass range. The limits assumed
that the velocity distribution of dark matter axions is
either a boosted Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [43]
with dark matter density 0.45 GeV/cc or in accordance
with an N-body simulation [44] with dark matter density
0.6 GeV/cc. The limits include systematic experimental
uncertainties associated with the cavity, the amplifiers,
and the electromagnetic field simulation as shown in Ta-
ble II. The largest uncertainty was To↵/✏ dominated by
the temperature sensor accuracy. Additionally, a sensi-
tivity loss from potential over-fitting of signals from the
Padé-approximant used to remove distortions in the dig-

Found 15 excesses in 800-1020 MHz

896.448 MHz 
is really axion-like!

Figure 24: Digitization spectra for the candidates at o↵ resonance.

Figure 25: Digitization spectra for the candidates disconnecting RF cable at the insert top.

Figure 26: Observed spectra by a spectrum analyzer with handmade antenna.

28

14 excesses were identified as 
non-axion-like excesses right away.
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Stringent Axion Tests
Digitization window  
is following resonant  
frequency

←Test1:  Persistance

Axion is enhanced by cavity 
Lorentzian shape.

Test3: Signal Shape 
Axion is expected to be  
maxwell-boltzman distribution
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It turns out to be blinded synthetic signal 
(not axion). 
→ We verify our procedure to detect axions

3

where ✏ is the line loss between the cavity and the JPA156

and is dominated by losses of the circulators. Hence, one157

can obtain To↵/✏ from the y intersection of a linear fit.158

During the data-taking period, the To↵/✏ is measured by159

the y-factor method every few months. The results are160

stable over time around 3.5 K, though they vary with fre-161

quency by 0.8 K over the frequency range discussed here.162

From the above, typical Tsys in this work is calculated as163

600 mK including ✏.164

FIG. 2. Digitization spectra including a blinded SAG for
TM010 (black) and TM011 (red) mode after removing receiver
shape and JPA standing wave distortion. The bottom small
plot shows combined SNR with respect to DFSZ power. The
right small plots shows the integrated signal power over 30
bins ahead from the candidate frequency.

The data-taking was performed between October 2019165

and May 2021 with breaks in between for cryogenic main-166

tenance at July 2020, December 2020, and January 2021.167

We were aiming to probe axions with one (two) times168

DFSZ coupling between 950 and 1020 (800 and 950)169

MHz. Throughout operation, synthetic axion generated170

signals (SAGs) which are artificially made RF signals171

were injected into the cavity via the weak port to en-172

sure the robustness of the experiment. Two variety of173

SAG were injected, calibration SAGs which are intended174

to verify the integrity of the receiver chain and analysis175

framework and blinded SAGs , to practice our full candi-176

date evaluation procedure. The explored frequency range177

is divided into 14 “nibbles” which are narrow frequency178

ranges, typically 10 MHz-width, and a specific procedure179

is repeated at each nibble described as following. First,180

digitizations for the entire nibble frequency range are per-181

formed by moving two tuning rods symmetrically. The182

integration time is 100 seconds, and the bandwidth is 50183

3

TM010 TM011

FIG. 3. Electric field distribution as a heat map for TM010

(left) and TM011 (right) modes simulated with COMSOL
Multiphysics [36]. Electric field magnitude for the mode and
impressed magnetic field are shown as red and black arrows,
respectively. Calculated form factors with CST Magnetic
Field Solver are 0.455 and 0.00097 for TM010 and TM011

modes, respectively. Clearly, the overlap between the TM010

electric field and the magnetic field is large and consistent
across the volume, while the overlap between the TM011 elec-
tric field is of opposite sign in the top and bottom of the
cavity, leading to cancellation.

kHz width with 100 Hz bins. Next, the analysis is per-184

formed to check for axion-like excesses (candidates) in185

the noise. Digitized spectra are primarily distorted by186

two reasons: the warm electronics shape and the JPA187

standing wave due to the imperfect circulator isolation188

(C1). The former is removed by fitted warm electronics189

shape, and the latter is removed by a six-order Padé-190

approximation. The flattened spectra are scaled by the191

estimated Tsys to obtain correct power scale and are con-192

volved with expected axion shape to maximize sensitiv-193

ity. The spectra are co-added together to maximize the194

sensitivity to axions, which is called as grand spectrum.195

Further details can be found in [37]. Typically, there are196

O(10) candidates are found within nibble because of sta-197

tistical fluctuations and calibration SAGs, accordingly,198

the candidates are further scanned (rescan) to check if199

the candidates are persistent. After the first rescan, cal-200

ibration SAGs are turned o↵ and the second rescan is201

performed in order to confirm whether the candidates202

were SAGs or true signals. If all of SAGs are identified203

and there is no candidate left, the data-taking moves on204

Stringent Axion Tests
Test4: Disappearance in TM011

3

where ✏ is the line loss between the cavity and the JPA156

and is dominated by losses of the circulators. Hence, one157

can obtain To↵/✏ from the y intersection of a linear fit.158

During the data-taking period, the To↵/✏ is measured by159

the y-factor method every few months. The results are160

stable over time around 3.5 K, though they vary with fre-161

quency by 0.8 K over the frequency range discussed here.162

From the above, typical Tsys in this work is calculated as163

600 mK including ✏.164
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FIG. 2. Digitization spectra including a blinded SAG for
TM010 (black) and TM011 (red) mode after removing receiver
shape and JPA standing wave distortion. The bottom small
plot shows combined SNR with respect to DFSZ power. The
right small plots shows the integrated signal power over 30
bins ahead from the candidate frequency.
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and May 2021 with breaks in between for cryogenic main-166
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We were aiming to probe axions with one (two) times168
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SAG were injected, calibration SAGs which are intended174

to verify the integrity of the receiver chain and analysis175

framework and blinded SAGs , to practice our full candi-176

date evaluation procedure. The explored frequency range177

is divided into 14 “nibbles” which are narrow frequency178

ranges, typically 10 MHz-width, and a specific procedure179

is repeated at each nibble described as following. First,180

digitizations for the entire nibble frequency range are per-181

formed by moving two tuning rods symmetrically. The182

integration time is 100 seconds, and the bandwidth is 50183
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FIG. 3. Electric field distribution as a heat map for TM010

(left) and TM011 (right) modes simulated with COMSOL
Multiphysics [36]. Electric field magnitude for the mode and
impressed magnetic field are shown as red and black arrows,
respectively. Calculated form factors with CST Magnetic
Field Solver are 0.455 and 0.00097 for TM010 and TM011

modes, respectively. Clearly, the overlap between the TM010

electric field and the magnetic field is large and consistent
across the volume, while the overlap between the TM011 elec-
tric field is of opposite sign in the top and bottom of the
cavity, leading to cancellation.

kHz width with 100 Hz bins. Next, the analysis is per-184

formed to check for axion-like excesses (candidates) in185

the noise. Digitized spectra are primarily distorted by186

two reasons: the warm electronics shape and the JPA187

standing wave due to the imperfect circulator isolation188

(C1). The former is removed by fitted warm electronics189

shape, and the latter is removed by a six-order Padé-190

approximation. The flattened spectra are scaled by the191

estimated Tsys to obtain correct power scale and are con-192

volved with expected axion shape to maximize sensitiv-193

ity. The spectra are co-added together to maximize the194

sensitivity to axions, which is called as grand spectrum.195

Further details can be found in [37]. Typically, there are196

O(10) candidates are found within nibble because of sta-197

tistical fluctuations and calibration SAGs, accordingly,198

the candidates are further scanned (rescan) to check if199

the candidates are persistent. After the first rescan, cal-200

ibration SAGs are turned o↵ and the second rescan is201

performed in order to confirm whether the candidates202

were SAGs or true signals. If all of SAGs are identified203

and there is no candidate left, the data-taking moves on204
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where ✏ is the line loss between the cavity and the JPA156

and is dominated by losses of the circulators. Hence, one157

can obtain To↵/✏ from the y intersection of a linear fit.158

During the data-taking period, the To↵/✏ is measured by159

the y-factor method every few months. The results are160

stable over time around 3.5 K, though they vary with fre-161

quency by 0.8 K over the frequency range discussed here.162

From the above, typical Tsys in this work is calculated as163

600 mK including ✏.164

FIG. 2. Digitization spectra including a blinded SAG for
TM010 (black) and TM011 (red) mode after removing receiver
shape and JPA standing wave distortion. The bottom small
plot shows combined SNR with respect to DFSZ power. The
right small plots shows the integrated signal power over 30
bins ahead from the candidate frequency.
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(left) and TM011 (right) modes simulated with COMSOL
Multiphysics [36]. Electric field magnitude for the mode and
impressed magnetic field are shown as red and black arrows,
respectively. Calculated form factors with CST Magnetic
Field Solver are 0.455 and 0.00097 for TM010 and TM011

modes, respectively. Clearly, the overlap between the TM010

electric field and the magnetic field is large and consistent
across the volume, while the overlap between the TM011 elec-
tric field is of opposite sign in the top and bottom of the
cavity, leading to cancellation.
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volved with expected axion shape to maximize sensitiv-193

ity. The spectra are co-added together to maximize the194
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tistical fluctuations and calibration SAGs, accordingly,198

the candidates are further scanned (rescan) to check if199
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itized spectra was taken into account. This e↵ect was
quantified by injecting software synthetic signals into the
real data and comparing analysis results to the injected
power. We determined that there was a 20% suppression
of the axion power, i.e. ⇠ 10% loss of the axion-photon
coupling.

TABLE II. Summary of uncertainties associated with the
observed power.

Source Fractional Uncertainty on Paxion

Cavity Q-factor 2 %
Antenna Coupling 2 %
JPA SNRI 0.8 %
To↵/✏ 4.3 %
B2V C 3 %
Total 6 %

FIG. 4. 90% C.L. upper limits on ga�� as a function of axion
mass. The gray-, blue-, and yellow-colored areas represent
previous ADMX limits reported in Ref. [28], [32], and [33].
The red-colored area shows the limits of this work. We ruled
out KSVZ (DFSZ) axions in the 3.3–4.2 (3.9–4.1)µeV mass
range.

Alternatively, we can set limits on the dark matter
axion density with the assumption that the axion-photon
coupling is given by the KSVZ model. This is shown in
Fig. 5. The limit shows that KSVZ axions are excluded
from contributing any more than 0.1 GeV/cc of the local
dark matter density, or 20% of the expected density.

In summary, we searched for the “invisible” axion dark
matter in the 3.3–4.2 µeV mass range. No axion-like ex-
cess was observed. Therefore, we set a limit for the axion-
photon coupling which is the most stringent to date. We
intend to rescan the region covered here (3.3–4.2 µeV)
at DFSZ sensitivity after making a number of upgrades
and repairs to the current cavity and RF system. These
upgrades will include improving the thermal isolation of
the cavity from the 1-K support to lower the overall heat
load on the dilution refrigerator, upgrading the µ-metal
shield to mitigate the remaining magnetic field on the
JPA, and adding additional temperature sensors to mea-

FIG. 5. 90% C.L. upper limits on the dark matter energy
density assuming the KSVZ model for axion coupling. The
blue- and yellow-colored areas represent previous ADMX lim-
its reported in Ref. [32] and [33], respectively. The red-colored
area shows the limits of this work. The KSVZ axions are ex-
cluded even though the axion density is 0.1 GeV/cc (20%) of
the total dark matter density.

sure the system noise temperature precisely.
This work was supported by the U.S. Department

of Energy through Grants No. DE-SC0009800, No.
DESC0009723, No. DE-SC0010296, No. DE-SC0010280,
No. DE-SC0011665, No. DEFG02-97ER41029, No.
DEFG02-96ER40956, No. DEAC52-07NA27344, No.
DEC03-76SF00098, and No. DE-SC0017987. Fermilab
is a U.S. Department of Energy, O�ce of Science, HEP
User Facility. Fermilab is managed by Fermi Research
Alliance, LLC (FRA), acting under Contract No. DE-
AC02-07CH11359. Additional support was provided by
the Heising-Simons Foundation and by the Lawrence Liv-
ermore National Laboratory and Pacific Northwest Na-
tional Laboratory LDRD o�ces. UWA participation is
funded by the ARC Centre of Excellence for Engineered
Quantum Systems, CE170100009, Dark Matter Particle
Physics, CE200100008, and Forrest Research Founda-
tion. The corresponding author is supported by JSPS
Overseas Research Fellowships No. 202060305. LLNL
Release No. LLNL-JRNL-826807.
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What’s next?

Plan to search DFSZ axions for the whole range 
Need lower  from 600 to 200-300 mK 
→ Extract detectors and upgrade detectors

Tsys

5

itized spectra was taken into account. This e↵ect was
quantified by injecting software synthetic signals into the
real data and comparing analysis results to the injected
power. We determined that there was a 20% suppression
of the axion power, i.e. ⇠ 10% loss of the axion-photon
coupling.

TABLE II. Summary of uncertainties associated with the
observed power.

Source Fractional Uncertainty on Paxion

Cavity Q-factor 2 %
Antenna Coupling 2 %
JPA SNRI 0.8 %
To↵/✏ 4.3 %
B2V C 3 %
Total 6 %

FIG. 4. 90% C.L. upper limits on ga�� as a function of axion
mass. The gray-, blue-, and yellow-colored areas represent
previous ADMX limits reported in Ref. [28], [32], and [33].
The red-colored area shows the limits of this work. We ruled
out KSVZ (DFSZ) axions in the 3.3–4.2 (3.9–4.1)µeV mass
range.

Alternatively, we can set limits on the dark matter
axion density with the assumption that the axion-photon
coupling is given by the KSVZ model. This is shown in
Fig. 5. The limit shows that KSVZ axions are excluded
from contributing any more than 0.1 GeV/cc of the local
dark matter density, or 20% of the expected density.

In summary, we searched for the “invisible” axion dark
matter in the 3.3–4.2 µeV mass range. No axion-like ex-
cess was observed. Therefore, we set a limit for the axion-
photon coupling which is the most stringent to date. We
intend to rescan the region covered here (3.3–4.2 µeV)
at DFSZ sensitivity after making a number of upgrades
and repairs to the current cavity and RF system. These
upgrades will include improving the thermal isolation of
the cavity from the 1-K support to lower the overall heat
load on the dilution refrigerator, upgrading the µ-metal
shield to mitigate the remaining magnetic field on the
JPA, and adding additional temperature sensors to mea-

FIG. 5. 90% C.L. upper limits on the dark matter energy
density assuming the KSVZ model for axion coupling. The
blue- and yellow-colored areas represent previous ADMX lim-
its reported in Ref. [32] and [33], respectively. The red-colored
area shows the limits of this work. The KSVZ axions are ex-
cluded even though the axion density is 0.1 GeV/cc (20%) of
the total dark matter density.

sure the system noise temperature precisely.
This work was supported by the U.S. Department

of Energy through Grants No. DE-SC0009800, No.
DESC0009723, No. DE-SC0010296, No. DE-SC0010280,
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Quantum Systems, CE170100009, Dark Matter Particle
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tion. The corresponding author is supported by JSPS
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Upgrades

Heat flow: 70 ->12μW 
Temp: 150 -> 100 mK (exp.)

JPA

μ-metal shield circulators

- Aluminium  
- squid possibly traps flux quantum

Hc ∼ 0.01 Tcarbon fiber

stainless steel

previous

now

Thotload > 500 → 100 mK

Hot load (for calib.)

Attenuator (dictate JPA noise)

Add temperature sensor

Temp Sensor

Cooler Cavity Ensure Quantum Device Performance
Improved 
Calibration System
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Future 
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ADMX EFR (18-Cavity)
9.4T MRI Magnet (UIUC)Fridge for  

Resonators
Fridge for  
Electronics 
25 mK, 0.01 Gauss

ADMX Run1 ADMX EFR
Volume (L) 117 258
B-filed (T) 7.6 9.4

System Noise (K) 350 425

Scan Speed FOM 1 4.8

Photon Transportation 
~5 m (<0.1 dB loss)

18-cavity 
100 mK

18 (36) JPAs (Squeezed)
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Summary
Ruled out one of the “invisible”  
axion model in ma = 3.3 − 4.2 μeV

We plan to search DFSZ axions 
for whole the   
range 

ma = 3.3 − 4.2 μeV

Several improvements were  
implemented

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy through Grants No. DE-SC0009800, 
No. DESC0009723, No. DE-SC0010296, No. DE-SC0010280, No. DE-SC0011665, No. 
DEFG02-97ER41029, No. DEFG02-96ER40956, No. DEAC52-07NA27344, No. 
DEC03-76SF00098, and No. DE-SC0017987. Fermilab is a U.S. Department of Energy, Office of 
Science, HEP User Facility. Fermilab is managed by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC (FRA), acting 
under Contract No. DE- AC02-07CH11359. Additional support was provided by the Heising-
Simons Foundation and by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory LDRD offices. UWA participation is funded by the ARC Centre of Excellence 
for Engineered Quantum Systems, CE170100009, Dark Matter Particle Physics, CE200100008, 
and Forrest Research Foundation. Speaker of this talk is supported by JSPS Overseas Research 
Fellowships No. 202060305. LLNL Release No. LLNL-JRNL-826807.  
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Backup
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System noise measurement
digitizerwarm  

amplifiers SNR =
Psig

kbTsys

t
b

TJPAon
sys = Tphys. + TJPA + Thfet /GJPA + . . .

TJPAoff
sys = Tphys. + Thfet + . . .

SNRI =
TJPAoff

sys

TJPAon
sys

Tsys = TJPAoff
sys / SNRI ϵ

: loss between cavity and JPAϵ

 : measured with hot-cold load method  

     : SNRI measurement method

TJPAoff
sys /ϵ

SNRI
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Hot Load Measurement
P = Goff(Thotϵ + TJPAoff

sys )kbb

TJPAoff
sys /ϵ ∼ 3.5 K
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4-Cavity System
ADMX RUN 2A RF Layout

Christian Boutan, Dec 18th 2019 2
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4-Cavity Array

Fabricated LLNL & Tested at  
FNAL now

FNAL Update
2021-07-15

1

Stefan Knirck 
(FNAL)

Nathan  
Woollett 
(LNLL→ 
QC company)

Tom 
Braine 
(UW)

Flexure Adjustment             Spread After Tuning

Stefan Knirck | 2A Cavity Tests at FNAL - Prototype and Full-Scale System 27

Spread ~	50kHz
!" ∼ (16.7 ± 0.5)k
!# ∼ (18.7 ± 0.5)k
!$ ∼ (16.8 ± 0.5)k
!% ∼ (17.5 ± 0.5)k

Tr
an

sm
iss

io
n 

[d
B]

Rod Center Position Center of Tuning Range Lower End of Tuning Range

!" ∼ ( 5 ± 1)k
!# ∼ (10 ± 1)k
!$ ∼ ( 9 ± 1)k
!% ∼ (15 ± 1)k

!" ∼ (15.3 ± 0.5)k
!# ∼ (33.0 ± 0.5)k

!% ∼ (29.9 ± 0.5)k

Spread ~	6MHz Spread ~	6MHz

!$ ∼ (14.0 ± 0.5)k

Prototype Full-Scale Conclusion

Promising initial results

@room  
  temp
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4-Cavity ElectronicsPower Combiner

October 9, 20192019 ADMX Meeting

Achievements - Wilkinson Power Combiners

• Designed and fabricated Wilkinson power 
combiners at WU, using in-house RF PCB fab.

• Achieved target insertion loss.
– All ports terminated: ideal transmission is -6 

dB, additional insertion loss < 0.4 dB
– Good agreement with simulations.

Room	temperature 4	K	/	mK

Tuesday, October 15, 19

First test 
indicates 0.5 dB 
insertion loss

UCB JPAs

• Photos of 1.4 GHz or 1.9 GHz JPA

6DPSOH�3KRWRV�

6DPSOH�3KRWRV�
Fabricated and tested at Wash U Fabricated at Berkeley and tested at  Wash U

Continue to use JPA
Promising performance

UCB JPAs

• Photos of 1.4 GHz or 1.9 GHz JPA

6DPSOH�3KRWRV�

6DPSOH�3KRWRV�


